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corresponding CO and PO are written within parentheses
TaRTS==mm highlight its keY areas'
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energy sector. Your role is pivotal in revolutionizing sustainable energY consTmptlon'

ron;idering the scenario and the phases of data analysis, answer the following questlons
State necessary assumptions if needed.

i. Write three relevant questions that will help You deane the problem statement

ii. What steps will you take to prepare the data? Mention the tools'
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iv. What are the tools and techniques that You will use to obtain meaningfu1 insights from

the data?
v. Mention MO high_level recommendations that you can present to the executive team to

improve EcoTech’s business strategY-

transportatIOn.

a) Deflne the Client-Server architecture.
5

(COI)
(POI)

10
(C02)
(POI)

8
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b) Highlighting th, tools and t,chnology, provide a descriptive ove::view of a web-based or lno
bile application for UrbanXpress.

,) Dr,w , bla,k-b,, „,hitectural diagram of YC,UT pTC)posed application' The diagram ShQ'lld
be self_explanatory without any description
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3. a) Provide a real-life scenario where gut instincts outperformed data-driven decisions. 3
(C02)
(POI)

1 x 10
(COI)
(POI)

b) Answer True/False for the following statements. If False, provide the correct answer.
i. Computers can only understand decimal values.

ii. Big picture thinkers are good at sculpting the problem to the flnest details.

iii. A database is an example of unstructured data.
iv. Resistors are the working units of a CPU.

v. Prescriptive analysis deals with identifying the root cause of the problem.

vi. Regression is a form of statistical analysis.
vii. Images are stored as arrays of numbers in a computer.

viii. Early humans were good at identifying patterns in nature.

ix. Context should be ignored while analyzing the data
x. The plot of a movie is a form of qualitative data.

c) Provide an example for the following terms:
i. Nominal and Ordinal Data

ii. Data Storing and Visualization Tools

iii. Primary and Secondary Data
d) What are the advantages of using databases instead of spreadsheets?
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